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THE DEVIL 
THE DEVIL ROAMING AROUND US 

One of the more puzzling aspects of demonology is the freedom that Satan and demons 
appear to have in roaming the earth, causing trouble. If the condemned are consigned 
to Hell for all eternity, why is Satan allowed to wander about outside of Hell? Isn’t he 
supposed to be suffering in Hell along with his minions and the other condemned? 
Further, it doesn’t seem that he is suffering one bit, but rather having a grand time 
wreaking havoc on the earth. How do we answer such questions? 

Some texts in Scripture do speak of Satan and the fallen angels as being cast into Hell: 

• God did not spare angels when they sinned, but sent them to hell, putting them in 
chains of darkness to be held for judgment (2 Peter 2:4). 

• And the angels who did not keep their positions of authority but abandoned their 
proper dwelling—these he has kept in darkness, bound with everlasting chains for 
judgment on the great Day (Jude 1:6). 

Yet other texts speak of the fallen angels (demons) as being cast down to the earth: 

• But the dragon was not strong enough, and no longer was any place found in heaven 
for him and his angels. And the great dragon was hurled down—the ancient serpent 
called the devil and Satan, the deceiver of the whole world. He was hurled to the 
earth, and his angels with him (Rev 12:8-9). 

• The LORD said to Satan, “Where have you come from?” Satan answered the LORD, 
“From roaming throughout the earth, going back and forth on it” (Job 1:7). 

Thus, though consigned to Hell, it would seem that some or all of the demons have the 
ability to roam the earth as well. Demons, however, do not have bodies and thus do not 
“roam the earth” the way we do. Their “roaming” is more an indication of their 
capacity to influence than their ability to move from one place to another. Further, 
Satan and demons are described as being “chained,” “in prison,” or “in darkness.” This 
is likely a way of indicating that their power to influence or “roam” is limited in some way. 
This does not say that they do not wield considerable power, just that it is not 
unbounded. If you think it is bad now, just imagine what it will be like when their power 
is unchained! 

Near the end of the world, Scripture says that Satan will be wholly loosed and will come 
forth to deceive the nations for a while; after this brief period, he and the other fallen 
angels will be definitively cast into the lake of fire and their influence forever ended. 

So for now, demons do have influence, but it is limited. At the end, their full fury will be 
unleashed, but this is only to bring about their final, complete defeat, after which they 
will be forever sequestered in the lake of fire. 
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Why God permits some demons the freedom to wander about the earth is 
mysterious. We know that God permits evil as a “necessary” condition of freedom for 
the rational creatures He has created. Angels and humans have free, rational souls; if 
our freedom is to mean anything, God must allow that some abuse it, even becoming 
sources of evil and temptation to others. 

For us, this life amounts to a kind of test: God permits some degree of evil to flourish 
yet at the same time offers us the grace to overcome it. Further, there is the tradition 
implied in Scripture that for every angel that fell there were two who did not (Rev 12:4). 
Thus, we live not merely under the influence of demons, but also under the influence 
and care of angels. 

As to Satan having “a good time” wreaking havoc, it would be too strong say that 
demons and Satan do not suffer at all. Demons, like human beings, suffer both victories 
and defeats; there are outcomes that delight them and those that disappoint and anger 
them. 

Anyone who has ever attended an exorcism can attest that demons do suffer 
great deal, especially when the faithful pray and make pious use of sacraments and 
sacramentals (e.g., holy water, relics, blessed medals, rosaries). Faith and love are 
deeply disturbing to demons. 

We all do well in the current dispensation to remember St. John Vianney’s teaching that 
Satan is like a chained dog: He may bark loudly and froth menacingly, but he can only 
bite us if we get too close. Keep your distance! 

THE FOUR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIABOLIC 

identifies three characteristics of the diabolic by examining the story of the Gerasene 
demoniac, which is presented in the synoptic Gospels. Here is the beginning of the 
story as it appears in the Gospel of Luke: 

They sailed to the region of the Gerasenes, which is across the lake from Galilee. When 
Jesus stepped ashore, he was met by a demon-possessed man from the town. For a 
long time, this man had not worn clothes or lived in a house, but had lived in the tombs. 
When he saw Jesus, he cried out and fell at his feet, shouting at the top of his voice, 
“What do you want with me, Jesus, Son of the Most High God? I beg you, don’t torture 
me!” For Jesus had commanded the evil spirit to come out of the man. Many times it 
had seized him, and though he was chained hand and foot and kept under guard, he 
had broken his chains and had been driven by the demon into solitary places. Jesus 
asked him, “What is your name?” “Legion,” he replied, because many demons had gone 
into him (Luke 8:26-30). 

Following this, Jesus drove the demon(s) out the man and into the herd of swine. 
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Archbishop Sheen sets forth these three characteristics of the diabolic: 

1. Love of Nudity – For a long time this man had not worn clothes. 
2. Violence – … though he was chained hand and foot and kept under guard, he 

had broken his chains. The version of the story in Mark’s Gospel has more vivid 
detail:For he had often been chained hand and foot, but he tore the chains apart 
and broke the irons on his feet. No one was strong enough to subdue him. 

3. Division (split personalities, disjointed minds) – … many demons had gone into 
him. In Mark’s version, the demoniac replies, My name is Legion, for we are 
many(Mk 5:9). All of the versions say that the demoniac lived apart from others or 
in solitary places. 

It does not take much effort to recognize that these three characteristics of the diabolic 
are alive and flourishing in the modern world, at least in the West. Let’s examine the 
evidence we can see all around us today: 

1. Love of Nudity – This is obvious in the modern world on several levels. First, there is 
the widespread tendency toward immodest dress. Noting that the words “modesty” 
and “moderation” come from the word “mode,” which refers to the most commonly 
occurring value in a set of data. Hence, while we want to avoid oppressively 
puritanical notions about dress that impose heavy burdens (especially on women) and 
regard the body as somewhat evil, we must also critique many modern forms of dress 
that are at the other extreme. This love of disclosure and titillation is surely an aspect 
of the Evil One’s love of nudity. 

Pornography, though nothing new in this fallen world, has surely reached epidemic 
proportions thanks to the Internet. Any psychotherapist, counselor, or priest will tell you 
that addiction to pornography is a huge problem today. Millions of Americans are 
viewing enormous amounts of pornography and the “industry” appears to be growing 
rapidly. What once required a visit to a hidden-away adult bookstore is now available in 
one’s home with just a click of the mouse. And the thought that browsing habits are 
easily discoverable matters little to the addicts of this latest form of slavery. Many are on 
a steep slope downward into ever-more-deviant forms of pornography. 

The overall sexualization of our culture also ties in to Satan’s love of nudity. We 
sexualize women in order to sell products. Yes, Satan loves nudity and everything that 
goes with it. 

Then of course there is the utter confusion that celebrates homosexual 
activity.What Scripture calls gravely sinful, disordered, and contrary to nature (παρὰ 
φύσιν – para physin – Rom 1:26), is openly celebrated by many in our culture. Those 
afflicted with such desires openly and proudly identify themselves with what tempts 
them. Rather than lamenting the trials faced by those with such an affliction, and 
offering love, support, and the truth that they should live celibately (as all the unmarried 
are called to do), our sex-saturated culture affirms and even encourages them to 
indulge in what can only bring further harm to them and others. They have exchanged 
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the truth of God for a lie … (Rom 1:25). It is no surprise that as a result of this 
celebration of darkness and confusion, the even more deeply confused notion of 
“transgenderism” has taken root. 

Thus, the love of the nudity and the related obsession with (and confusion about) sex is 
manifest in our culture. It is surely a sign of the diabolic. 

2. Violence – Collectively, have turned violence into a form of entertainment. 
Adventure movies and video games turn violent retribution into fun and death into a 
“solution.” Recent popes have warned us of the culture of death, a culture in which 
death is put forward as the solution to problems. Violence begins in the womb as the 
innocent are attacked as we defend “choice” and “rights.” The past century was perhaps 
the bloodiest ever known on this planet: two world wars, hundreds of regional wars and 
conflicts, starvation campaigns, and genocides. Paul Johnson, in his book Modern 
Times estimates that over 100 million people died violently in just the first 50 years of 
the 20th century. 

3. Division – Satan loves to divide. Archbishop Sheen says that the word “diabolic” 
comes from two Greek words, dia and ballein, meaning “to tear apart.” Most 
literally, dia means “through” or “between” and ballein means “to throw or to cast.” Satan 
“casts things between us” in order to divide and distract us. Thus, we see our families, 
the Church, and our country divided. These divisions occur in almost every facet of our 
lives: race, sex, religion, politics, economics. We are divided on the basis of age, region, 
blue vs. red states, the coasts vs. the heartland, liturgy, music, language, and more 
trivialities. 

Our families are broken. Divorce is rampant. Commitments of any sort are rejected as 
too difficult or even impossible. The Church is broken, divided into factions. Though we 
once we agreed on the essentials, now even appeals to shared truth are called 
intolerant. 

Inwardly, we struggle with many divisive drives, with figurative and literal 
schizophrenia. We are drawn to what is good, true, and beautiful and yet at the same 
time to what is base, false, and evil. We know what is good, but desire what is evil; we 
seek love, but indulge in hate and revenge. We admire innocence but often revel in 
destroying it or at least in replacing it with cynicism. 

Three characteristics of the diabolic: love of nudity, violence, and division. What do 
you think? Is the prince of this world working his agenda? Even more important, are we 
conniving with him? The first step in overcoming the enemy’s agenda is to recognize his 
tactics, name them, and then rebuke them in the name of Jesus. 
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THE FOUR TACTICS OF DECEPTION 

One of the key elements in any contest is to understand the tactics of your opponent 
and to recognize the subtleties of the strategy or moves they may employ. In the 
spiritual battle of life we need to develop some sophistication in recognizing, naming, 
and understanding the subtleties of common tactics of the Devil. 

I. Deception – Jesus says The devil was a murderer from the beginning he does not 
stand in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he lies he speaks according to 
his own nature, he is a liar and the father of lies. (John 8:44). 

The devil deceives us with many false and empty promises. Most of these relate to the 
lie that we will be happier and more fulfilled if we sin, or deny aspects of the truth. 
Whatever passing pleasures come with sin, they are in fact passing. Great and 
accumulated suffering eventually comes with almost all sinful activity. Yet, despite this 
experience, we human beings remain very gullible, we seem to love empty promises 
and put all sorts of false hopes of them. 

The devil also seeks to deceive us with “wordsmithing.” And thus the 
dismemberment and murder of a child through abortion becomes “reproductive 
freedom” or “Choice.” Sodomy is called “gay” (a word which used to mean “happy”). Our 
luminous Faith and ancient wisdom is called “darkness” and “ignorance.”  Fornication is 
called “cohabitation.”  And the redefinition of marriage as it is been known for some 
5000 years, is labeled “marriage freedom.”  And thus, through exaggerations and 
outright false labeling, the devil deceives us, and we too easily connive by calling good, 
or “no big deal,” what God calls sinful. 

The devil also deceives us through the sheer volume of information. Information is 
not the same is truth, and data can be assembled very craftily to make deceitful points. 
Further, certain facts and figures can be emphasized, in exclusion to other, balancing 
truths. And thus even information or data which is true in itself  becomes a form of 
deception. The news media, and other sources of information, sometimes exercise 
their greatest power in what they do not report. And this too is a way that the devil 
brings deceptions upon us. 

We do well to carefully assess the many ways Satan seeks to deceive us. Do not 
believe everything you think or hear. While we ought not be cynical, we ought to be 
sober, and seek to verify what we see and hear and square it with God’s revealed truth. 

II. Division –One of Jesus’ final prayers for us was that we would be one (cf John 
17:22). He prayed this, at the Last Supper just before he went out to suffer and die for 
us. As such, he highlights that a chief aspect of his work on the Cross is to overcome 
the divisions intensified by Satan. Some argue that the Greek root of the word 
“diabolical” (diabolein) means to cut, tear, or divide. Jesus prays and works to reunify 
what the devil divides. 
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The devil’s work of division starts within each one of us as we experience many 
contrary drives, some noble, creative, and edifying, others base, sinful, and destructive. 
So often, we struggle within and feel torn apart, much as Paul describes in Romans 
chapter 7:  The good that I want to do, I do not do…, and when I try to do good, evil is at 
hand.  

And of course the devil’s attack against our inner unity, spills out into many 
divisions among us externally. So many things help drive this division, and the devil 
surely taps into them all: anger, past hurts, resentments, fears, misunderstandings, 
greed, pride, and arrogance. There is also the impatience that we so easily develop 
regarding those we love, and the flawed notion that somehow, other more perfect and 
desirable people should be sought. And thus many abandon their marriages, family, 
churches and communities, always in search of the elusive goal of finding better and 
more perfect people and situations. 

Yes, the devil has a real field day tapping in to a whole plethora of sinful drives 
within us, but his goal is always to divide us within ourselves, and among ourselves. 
We do well to recognize that, whatever our struggles with others, we all share a 
common enemy who seeks to divide and destroy us. Feuding Brothers reconcile when 
there is a maniac at the door. But step one is notice the maniac, and then set aside our 
lesser divisions. 

III. Diversion – To be diverted is to be turned away from what is our primary goal or 
task. And for all of us, the most critical focus is God and the good things waiting for us in 
heaven. Our path is toward heaven, along the path of faith and obedience to the truth, 
love of God and love of neighbor.  And thus the devil does all that he can to divert, that 
is, turn us away from our one true goal. 

Perhaps he will do this by way of making us to be absorbed in the passing things 
of the world. They become absorbed in worldly things which pass, and ignore lasting 
reality which looms. 

Anxieties and fears also cause us many distractions.  

Once again, we must learn to focus on what matters most, and decisively refuse to be 
diverted to lesser things. 

IV. Discouragement – As human beings, and certainly as Christians, we ought to have 
high aspirations. This is good. But as in all good things, Satan often seeks to poison that 
which is good. For having high aspirations, it is also true that we sometimes lack the 
humility that recognizes that we must make a journey to that which is good, and best. 
Too easily then, Satan temps us to impatience with our self or others. And, in our 
aspirations, expected in unreasonably quick time, there comes a lack of charity toward 
our self or others. Some grow discouraged with themselves or others and give up on the 
pursuit of holiness. Others give up on the church because of the imperfections found 
there. 
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The devil also discourages us through simple things like fatigue, the personal 
failings that we all experience, setbacks, and other obstacles that are common to our 
human condition, and common to living in a fallen world with limited resources. 

In all these ways to devil seeks to discourage us, to make us want, at some level, to 
give up. Only a properly developed sense of humility can help to save us from these 
discouraging works of Satan.  

TEMPTATIONS 
WHAT IS TEMPTATION? 

What is Temptation? A seminary teacher of mine once defined temptation quite plainly 
and succinctly: “The work of the devil to drag you to hell”. Indeed, that is quite plain. Of 
course he went on to give us more academic definitions, but he didn’t want us to miss 
the fact that when battling temptation we are in a war, a war with an enemy who wants 
to destroy us. He wants this because he is envious of our excellence from God. 

In a more academic sense, temptation is defined as 

an attraction, either from outside oneself or from within, to act contrary to right reason 
and the commandments of God. Jesus himself during his life on earth was tempted, put 
to the test, to manifest both the opposition between himself and the devil and the 
triumph of his saving work over Satan (cf Catechism # 538). 

In the Bible, the words used for temptation are nasah (Hebrew) and peirazō(Greek). 
Both words carry a wide range of meaning that can be translated as either “temptation” 
or “testing.” In the first sense, the word points to an enticement to do evil. But in the 
second sense, the connotation is of something that proves our character and shows the 
depth or integrity of our commitment to God. 

The English word “temptation” comes from the Latin temptare, which means more 
literally “to feel, or try out.” Thus the Latin root emphasizes the notion that temptation is 
not merely a bad thing, but also serves both as a kind of test of the depth and strength 
of our faith, and as an opportunity to hone our skills and deepen and purify our faith by 
God’s grace. 

WHY DOES GOD PERMIT TEMPTATIONS? (5 BENEFITS) 

Temptation is something that every human person experiences. At times we may 
wonder why God permits it. Why does He allow moral and spiritual dangers to afflict us? 
Could He not prevent every temptation that confronts us? And if He can, why does He 
not? Is He just setting us up for failure? 
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There are many mysterious aspects of God’s will, to what He prevents and what He 
allows. However, there are some explanations that at least partially address the 
presence of temptation in our lives. 

On the one hand, temptation is a necessary result of the fact that humans have 
choice. God has willed that some of his creatures (angels and men) should be free in 
order that they might love.  

So in a certain sense temptation is necessary if choices are to exist and freedom is 
to be real. God permits temptation as a necessary condition for freedom and choice. 

Further, consider that God never permits something troublesome except that a greater 
good will come from it. Hence, it is perhaps striking but true to recognize that there are 
some good things that can come from temptation. Let’s consider some of them. 

1. Temptation can teach humility. Origen says in his commentary on 
prayer, Temptation has its usefulness. … It teaches us to know ourselves in such a way 
that we discover the fullness of our misery, and it leads us to give thanks for the benefits 
conferred upon us (De Oratione, 29). 

If we have any conscience at all, nothing can humble us more than temptation. 
Through it we realize how easily we can be drawn away, how easily we stray. We are 
like sitting ducks. We live by the mercy of God. Were it not for His grace, think how 
much more sinful and lost we would be! 

Just thinking about temptation for a moment shows how crazy we are! Even when 
we know how harmful things are for us, we still desire them. We’re overweight and yet 
still want four doughnuts for breakfast. We know the harm of illicit sexual activities but 
still lust burns away within us. We know that we are headed for bankruptcy yet we can’t 
seem to rein in our spending! We think we know so much, that we are so smart, and yet 
we are drawn to do the stupidest things. So often the slightest breeze of temptation can 
knock us over. 

If we are honest with ourselves, we realize that our difficulty with temptation 
shows how miserably weak and pitiful we are. All we can do is to cry out to God for 
help and pray that He will build virtue in our life, slowly but surely. Help us, Lord. Save 
us from ourselves and our foolish desires! 

2. Temptation discloses our hearts. We often like to think highly of ourselves and tell 
ourselves how much we love God, but the things that tempt us have a way of disclosing 
the more honest truth. Yes, we love God—but not nearly enough. 

Frankly, the things that tempt us disclose that our hearts are very divided.  

So, whatever your temptations are, they tend to disclose your heart. Realize that 
all the little lies we tell ourselves like, “I’m basically a good person,” have to yield to the 
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more honest assessment disclosed by temptation. We’re all a mixed bag. Yes, we love 
God, but we also lust after and pine for many inappropriate people and things. Yes, we 
are grateful to God and know how good He’s been to us, but we also easily retreat in 
fear and become stingy and unforgiving. 

If we’re smart, we’ll run to God and fall to our knees saying, “Help me, Lord. Save me. 
Have mercy on me and keep me by your grace!” 

3. Temptation can teach us of the oppressiveness of sin and Satan. Although there 
are aspects of the things that tempt us that seem pleasurable, temptation is a crushing 
burden for anyone who has a conscience—and we all do. 

Nothing teaches us more about the oppressiveness of the world, the flesh, and 
the devil than temptation. Temptation is like a weight that we have to carry around. It 
is like hammer blows or overwhelmingly loud noise.  

If we will but take a moment and reflect, it is not hard to see how true all of this 
is. Temptation discloses just how awful, annoying, and just plain irritating Satan is. 

How this contrasts with the gentle, unobtrusive, whispering voice of God, who 
respects our freedom! God seldom, if ever, shouts or gets in our face and pressures us; 
He does not lie to us. 

4. Temptation can strengthen us. An old hymn says, “Yield not to temptation, for 
yielding is sin, each victory will help you, some other to win.” 

The Greek word for temptation can also be translated as “test.” The tests and 
challenges of life can strengthen us if we address them properly. Standing down one 
threat encourages us to meet the next one with greater strength and wisdom. In 
weightlifting and athletics, training brings improvement. Lifting ten pounds 
strengthens us to be able to lift twenty. Walking one mile prepares us to be able to walk 
two. 

5. Temptation can show forth the genuineness of our faith. Scripture says, You may 
for the time have to suffer the distress of many trials. But this is so that your faith, which 
is more precious than fire tried gold, may by its genuineness, lead to praise, honor, and 
glory when Christ Jesus appears (1 Peter 1:6-7). Yes, coming through a world of 
temptations with our faith still intact shows the genuineness of that faith. It is a faith that 
has been tested, but that has still endured. 

Here is real faith! In the world of temptation, in a world of many opportunities to say 
“no,” our “yes” shines ever more gloriously. We said “yes” when it was hard to do so! 

Temptation, properly endured and overcome, shows forth the glory and the 
genuineness of our faith. 
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Yes, temptation is mysterious, but it has its place, and by God’s grace it even brings 
benefits! 

WHAT ARE THE SOURCES OF TEMPTATIONS 

What are the sources of temptation? Briefly stated, they are the world, the flesh, and 
the devil. I will describe each of these more specifically below. 

We can begin by noting that God is not a source of temptation despite what many 
conclude from the phrase in the Lord’s Prayer, lead us not into temptation (Matt 6: 6:13; 
Lk 11:4). This phrase is a petition asking God not to permit us to be subject to a test or 
temptation beyond our capacity to endure, and asking Him to give us grace to withstand 
what does. That God himself is not a source of temptation is attested to elsewhere in 
Scripture: 

• When tempted, no one should say, “God is tempting me.” For God cannot be 
tempted by evil, nor does he tempt anyone; but each person is tempted when they 
are dragged away by their own evil desire and enticed. Then, after desire has 
conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown, gives birth to 
death (James 1:13-14). 

Temptation that comes from the world – The word “world” here does not mean “that 
which God created,” which is good. Rather, “world,” when used in this sense in the 
Scriptures, refers to the powers, opinions, priorities, and “values” that are arrayed 
against God and what He has revealed. It is that which is hostile, rebellious, and 
opposed to God and is therefore under the power of “the prince of this world” (e.g., John 
12:31; 14:30; 16:11 ), “the prince of the power of the air” (Ephesians 2:2), and the “god 
of this world (or age)” (2 Corinthians 4:4). 

Jesus says, If you belonged to the world, it would love you as its own. As it is, you do 
not belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is why the world 
hates you (Jn 15:19). 

And yet the world does tempt us; it mesmerizes us with its beauties and trinkets, its 
comforts and priorities, which are essentially physical and passing. We see its glories 
and easily forget the more glorious One who made it; we seek its gifts and so quickly 
forget the Giver of those gifts; we delight in creation but so often not in its Creator. 

Jesus warns how easily the world distracts us from that which is more 
necessary: And the one on whom seed was sown among the thorns, this is the man 
who hears the word, and the worry of the world and the deceitfulness of its wealth 
choke the word, and it becomes unfruitful (Matt 13:22). 

Some examples of worldly temptations surround money and power. Here, 
Scripture warns of money: 
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But those who desire to be rich fall into temptation, into a snare, into many senseless 
and hurtful desires that plunge men into ruin and destruction. For the love of money is 
the root of all evils; it is through this craving that some have wandered away from the 
faith and pierced their hearts with many pangs (1 Timothy 6:9–10). 

Temptation arising from the flesh – Here, “flesh” (sarx) does not refer to the physical 
body per se but to our many sinful drives. The flesh is that part of us that is rebellious, 
that does not like being told what to do, that resists the truth and bristles at being less 
than God and at being dependent upon Him. 

In traditional teachings, the seven most basic sinful drives 
are Pride, Greed, Lust, Anger, Gluttony, Envy, and Sloth.  

Other sinful drives of the flesh include fear, hatred, vengefulness, unbelief, and 
worldliness. These serve as deep sources of temptation and explain why evil tempts us, 
why it is hard to resist, and why we are often sitting ducks who are easily overwhelmed 
by the devil and the world. 

Of these drives Scripture says, 

Jesus said, “But the things that come out of a person’s mouth come from the heart, and 
these defile them. For out of the heart come evil thoughts—murder, adultery, sexual 
immorality, theft, false testimony, slander. These are what defile a person; but eating 
with unwashed hands does not defile them” (Matt 15:18-20). 

Temptation from Satan – Some temptation comes directly from Satan and demons, 
who suggest evil thoughts to us and point to wicked things, ways, and solutions. Satan 
is also able to manipulate the world (since he is the prince of this world) and our flesh 
since we give him lots of “buttons to push.” 

Of Satan and his tempting influence Scripture says, 

Now the serpent was more crafty than any of the wild animals the Lord God had made. 
He said to the woman, “Did God really say, ‘You must not eat from any tree in the 
garden’?” (Gen 3:1) 

Satan rose up against Israel and incited David to take a census of Israel (1 Chron 21:1). 

Then Jesus was led by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil(Mat 4:1). 

HOW CAN WE OVERCOME TEMPTATIONS? 

Remote Battles are Essential! When people ask about overcoming temptation they 
most often have in mind what to do “in the moment” of temptation. But if we focus 
merely on the moment of temptation we are missing the bulk of the work that needs to 
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be done. For in order to become more successful in withstanding temptation, a strong 
foundation needs to be established. There is much “remote” work to be done such as 
growing in virtue, undertaking active purifications and mortifications, deepening our 
prayer life and relationship with God, learning to avoid common occasions of sin, rooting 
our thought life less in the world and more in what matters to God, and so forth. 

Faithfully and steadily laying this foundation is really most of the battle. 

Consider an example. Suppose we come upon a man in an alley who has clearly been 
assaulted by thugs. He is bloody, beaten, and unconscious—clearly the victim of a 
crime. However, if all we do is think about how terrible what has happened is, we may 
be missing a lot of background information that is important in understanding how this 
man fell victim. Why did he go down this alley in the first place? Why was he in a 
dangerous place alone? Did he have no means of escape? Did he know how to defend 
himself? Were his attackers people he knew who turned on him? Was he a good judge 
of character? While none of these factors excuse what happened to him, they do show 
that many things may have contributed to his sorry state. 

And thus similar questions are significant in our battle against temptation. The 
“thugs” are demons, or the hucksters of this world, or our own unruly passions. When 
one of these thugs assault us, it is good to have some strategies to deal with it in the 
moment, but we also do well to ask ourselves other questions. How did I end up in this 
situation of temptation? Could it reasonably have been avoided? Do I know how to 
escape if I see trouble coming? Am I careful enough about where I go, whom I know, 
and what I allow to influence me? Where is God and how strong is my love for Him and 
my relationship with Him? How serious have I been about growing in virtue in my life 
and limiting the influence and power of vice? What strengths am I cultivating in remote 
moments that can help me in these critical moments of temptation? 

Thus, much work is necessary that is remote to the moments of temptation if we are 
to stand a better chance of overcoming temptation in the heat of the moment. Fight the 
good fight of the faith (1 Tim 6:12). 

Spiritual and moral theologians speak of a number of ongoing practices that 
help us to overcome temptations. These cannot be fully described and explained here, 
but here they are, briefly: 

1. Growth in self-knowledge and knowledge of God – wherein we come to know our 
strengths and weaknesses as God reveals them to us. We consider who we really are 
before God and in the light of His Divine mercy. Learning of our nothingness without 
God and our status as blind beggars, we seek His grace and enlightenment and make 
steady progress out of pride and into true humility, gratitude, and dependence on God. 

2. Mortifications – wherein we learn to apply the Lord’s counsel that we should deny 
ourselves, take up our cross, and follow Him. We learn to lose our life in order to find it. 
Mortifications involve putting to death, by God’s grace, the inordinate (unreasonable) 
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demands of the flesh and sinful attitudes such as vengeance and hatred. One may even 
eliminate lawful pleasures completely as a way of gaining increased self-mastery and 
authority over the passions. 

3. Focusing on the roots of sin – wherein we look especially to the seven cardinal (or 
capital) sins of pride, greed, lust, anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth, along with other 
drives such as fear and ingratitude. We seek to understand what they are and learn 
their moves. Naming them and seeing how they subtly work is a journey toward gaining 
greater mastery over them by God’s grace. 

4. Predominant fault(s) – wherein we seek to learn our most common tendencies and 
weaknesses and place special emphasis on learning to master and overcome such 
tendencies. This is joined to the practice of a “particular examen” in which we focus on 
and look in depth at these predominant faults as we prepare for confession and 
undertake our daily examen. 

5. Growth in all the virtues –  

6. Active purifications of 

A. The Senses – such as custody of the eyes and ears and our excessive need for 
comforts and bodily pleasures. 

B. The Imagination – wherein we seek to inject increasingly holy thoughts into our 
mental landscape in order to crowd out foolish, impure, and unholy thoughts. 

C. The Memory – wherein the memory of our past sins is increasingly expunged by not 
dwelling on them and by replacing these memories with better and more holy things. 
We must feed that which is holy and starve that which is painful or sinful. Good thought 
becomes our interest; evil thoughts and memories are increasingly robbed of oxygen 
and wither.  

D. The Intellect – wherein we study frequently the Holy Wisdom of God, Scripture, 
good theological and spiritual books, the lives the saints, etc. 

E. The Will – wherein we increasingly and intentionally practice virtue, reinforcing it and 
crowding out bad tendencies (vices). We seek to grow in love of God and neighbor and 
to act less out of self-love. As virtue grows it becomes more natural and we do good 
things with greater ease. Vices thereby attenuate (weaken). 

7. Regular confession and Holy Communion – wherein we receive grace to avoid sin 
and grow in holiness and desire for God rather than sin. In Holy Communion, especially, 
we become more and more like the One we receive. These are like both medicine and 
food, healing us and strengthening us. 
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8. Prayer – here understood not as mere recitation but rather as ever-deepening union 
with God, whose love transforms us so that we have a disgust for sin and a love for 
goodness, beauty, and truth. Scripture says, With flattery the devil will corrupt those 
who have violated the covenant, but the people who know their God will firmly resist 
him (Dan 11:32). 

 And thus we see that ongoing remote preparation is necessary long before the moment 
of temptation if we are to avoid some temptations altogether and are to be better 
equipped to avoid those that do come. 

Virtue is its own reward! It is evident that those who have lived lives that were deeply 
mired in sin are going to face a lot more temptations going forward, even if they have 
repented. Thus we see the preventative role of virtue and of developing good habits 
early in life. Scripture says, Train up a child in the way he should go; even when he is 
old he will not depart from it.  The prudent sees danger and hides himself, but the 
foolish go on and suffer for it. Thorns and snares are in the way of the crooked; whoever 
guards his soul will keep far from them (Prov 22:4-6). And thus we see how sin begets 
sin and ushers in a greater urgency for its ways. Learning virtue and practicing it 
faithfully is a great means of avoiding a multitude of temptations. Sadly, many parents 
today attend too little to the moral life of their children. Sometimes a parent will say, 
“He’ll grow out it” or, “He’ll learn.” But more often it is just the opposite, as children 
become mired in sin and temptation early on and then follow this path more intensely all 
their lives. 

Lay up good alternatives – It is typical when trying to lose weight that one is advised 
to remove poor food choices and lay up reserves of good foods that one likes but are 
better choices. Out with the Oreos and in with the fruit; out with the pasta and in with the 
vegetables. In other areas it’s out with cable TV and in with good movies or dedicated 
channels and entertainment alternatives. Stock up on good reading and audio materials 
that you like and have greater recourse to these. Spend the time learning and growing 
in the finer things of life that most appeal to you.  

And then what? – None of us escapes fully all temptation. In those moments are there 
any recommendations to withstand the moment of attack? Try a few of these things: 

1. Age quod agis (do what you are doing). In other words, develop the habit of starting 
and focusing on what you are doing and of not being easily distracted. Being mindful 
and intentional is a way of disciplining our minds. To the degree possible, stay focused 
and clear on what you are doing at any moment.  

2. Remember, one victory helps pave the way for others. We are not going to win every 
battle especially at first. But win the ones you can and be grateful. So don’t be 
discouraged; win what you can and when you fall, fall on Jesus and get right back up 
and try to win the next one. Strength builds, one victory at a time. 
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3. Consider that sin is a passing pleasure but the bill inevitably comes due later. 
Resisting temptation requires effort now but brings rewards (and no bill) later. 

4. Call on Jesus! Scripture says, Because he himself suffered when he was tempted, he 
is able to help those who are being tempted (Heb 2:18). Note that he is ABLE to help. 
An old song says that “King Jesus is a-listenin’ all day long, to hear some sinner pray.” 

5. Stay alert and sober (i.e., possessed of a clear mind that knows what is going on 
from moment to moment). Stay prayerfully aware of God, too. Most people live life in 
reaction mode rather than reflection mode. Those who reflect can walk up to a group of 
gossipers, grasp what is going on, and then stand back from cooperating in it, perhaps 
even directing the conversation elsewhere. Those in reaction mode just join right in 
without thinking. Jesus says, Watch and pray so that you will not fall into temptation. 
The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak (Matt 26:41). 

6. Accept that you are going to have to suffer at times to resist temptation. It is easy and 
often pleasant to sin. It is hard and sometimes unpleasant to resist its urges.  

7. If something causes you to sin frequently, be willing to part from it even if it is 
hard. Resolve to do so if necessary. Scripture says, If your hand or your foot causes 
you to stumble, cut it off and throw it away. It is better for you to enter life maimed or 
crippled than to have two hands or two feet and be thrown into eternal fire (Matt 18:8). If 
cable TV is a problem for you, get rid it, etc. 

8. Many temptations occur at night when trying to retire. The Church bids us in night 
prayer to mediate on death. An ancient night prayer song says, “Teach me to live that 
I may dread, the grave as little as my bed. Teach me to die so that I may, rise 
glorious on the awful day.” It may seem strange but it works. 

9. Love God and ask Him in moments of temptation for the grace to love Him more than 
the sin, more than yourself, and more than your pleasure. 

10. In some temptations (such as addictions) it is good to have a sponsor or friend. We 
can call when we are struggling. They help to support us and also to hold us 
accountable. 

Please note that these suggestions may help but they may also come off as trite and 
sloganish if we are not doing the remote work spoken of above. True victory builds 
when our foundation is strong. Keep building the foundation and remember that 
holiness is a long-term gain. The modern world likes microwaves but God’s way is more 
like a crockpot. Learn to savor the steady growth of holiness and watch as temptations 
decrease and become less vexing. Temptations will never cease this side of the veil, 
but they can significantly decrease and lose their power to disturb us so much … by 
God’s grace, and in God’s time. 
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